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·sTEVE CALLAHAN SPEAKS FROM EX PERIENCE.
April 21, 1982.For the first time in 2-1/2 months I stepped out of a
floating hell when I fell into the arms of the crew of Clemence in
the French West Indies. For 1,800 miles I had drifted alone across
the southern North Atlantic in my six-man Avon liferaft
following a collision and the loss of my boat, Napoleon Solo. Since
my rescue, people have asked me such questions as, "Did you cook
the fish?" "Weren't many aspects of the voyage beautiful?" These
queries reveal a lack of full understanding of what a survival
situation is all about. My voyage was one of extreme desperation. I
was not a tourist of the Inferno as was Dante. I was one of the
damned.
Those who have known apprehension, pain, and hopelessness
from the horrors of battle, kidnap, or terrorism know what it is to
be a survivor. One lives, travelling at breakneck speed, shot past
the fast lane and scraping at the guardrail at the edge of the abyss.
It is life without luxury. Simple wants, even the most basic
elements needed to sustain life, are often denied. The event may
be ended at any moment by salvation as easily as by death. There
is nothing pleasant about it. The value and beauty of the
experience can only be appreciated after it is over, if ever.
How many survival experiences have been short' or long lived is
hard to say. Many people never return to tell us their tale.
According to the Proceedings of the Marine Safety Council, Vol.
38, No. 6 by John Crawford, 144 people lost their lives in 1978and
1979in fishing vessels that flooded, capsized, or foundered. During
1979, 4,665 people were reported injured or killed in incidents
involving 8,159 commercial vessels. Short voyages have turned
into long, grueling events. Although an accident may occur just
off the coast, survivors could drift out to sea in intercontinental
currents. Such was the case of the Meduse in 1816made famous by
Gericault's painting. The survivors were rescued before being
swept out far, but after only thirteen days, 147 castaways were
reduced to 13. Should the distress radios, such as EPIRBs, that
many sailors now carry be inoperative, help may not arrive
before the victim is taken into the deep sea. Therefore, it is
essential that all sailors, fishermen, and merchant marines be
trained and prepared for emergency situations at sea, including
survival voyages of indeterminate length.
Numerous experiences have shown that, given proper training,
procedures, and equipment and given a cupful of luck to boot,
modern survival rates can be surprisingly good. My own voyage
of76 days and the Baileys' of 117,off the Galapagos a few years ago,
in Avon rafts attest to the possibility of man's living in a survival
environment for a long period of time. In 1980 the crew of the
ketch Island Princess survived hurricane Allen in 170-to 190-knot
winds in a Givens raft, providing that the most severe conditions
can also be survived.
Cockpit chatter often turns to the subject of lifesaving
equipment. Since I am a designer and sailor myself, I have often
toyed with liferaft designs. Since 1976 a number of design
preliminaries for self-sufficient, sailing, dinghylike rafts have
spilled off my board. While I sat on the cold, heaving, rubber
bottom of my raft last spring, I devoted a great deal of time to
refining my ideas. My intention here is not to praise or to critize
rafts already on the market but to propose this refined design.
Evaluation of a complete survival system can include three broad
areas: concept, detailing, and equipment. It is the first two that I
will discuss, since they are inherent to the basic construction and
design of the lifeboat itself.
Survival may begin when the sea is a softly undulating mirror
under a baking equatorial sun, as it was for the Baileys. Or it may
begin when an icy ocean is whipped into brutish fists that have
tumbled the mother ship as easily as a house of cards. It may occur
as in my case, far from potential help. Salvation then may be
reached only after a long voyage. Or, as in the case of a downed
airliner, it may be almost immediate, and stability of position is
important. Clearly, each type of situation requires different
equipment and technique. It would be a grave error to approve of
only one solution to such a diverse problem. But what is the
bottom line?
There is an order of dang<!r in a survival situation that is well
put by Alain Bombard in the 1''oreword of Bernard Robin's Sea
Survival. " .... drowning which kills in minutes, exposure which
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Resistance to capsize may be aided
by: D.A. sea anchor and lifted and
buoyant
"bow"
E. Keeping
occupants and gear to windward,
and by preventing wind from getting
under the floor, and Increased
resistance to 11ft by using effective
water ballast.

c.

~

Adequate arch tubes keep the
raft floating high. Positive sealing
of openings keeps the canopy
·-1'----,.---c ..~....... from being flooded.
Gear
OF_...,.,,.,, secured to the bottom of the raft
c. ... T .. _
and heavier main tubes put the
.,..."-~w~-.centre of gravity up high when
capsized (water ballast will
increase this height). The upside
down shape Is unstable.

kills in hours thirst which kills in days, and hunger which kills in
weeks." He adds to this list a fifth threat that also can kill in hours:
"Fear, panic, distress, the crumbling of morale." I should note
that in northern climes death from hypothermia may come after
minutes. Even in warm waters death from body heat loss is a real
threat. Danger of drowning or death from exposure is greatest at
the time of abandoning ship and in wild sea conditions, such as
during gales, which are often present in the initial stages of a
survival voyage. If the voyage persists, other health problems,
such as saltwater sores, scurvy, and other diseases because of
vitamin deficiencies may crop up. The ideal lifeboat should
provide an adequate solution to each of these essential problems.
The danger from fear or panic is largely in the hands and hearts of
the survivors. However, proper training and equipment may aid
in survivors' keeping a healthy perspective. Positive action and
hope may keep the guardrail intact and the survivors on the road.
I would prefer to have a solid lifeboat - a dinghy instead of an
inflated liferaft. However, for most sailors such a craft is too
burdensome in size or weight if it has sufficient self-righting
capability, adequate cover, positive flotation, and stowage of
equipment. Many sailors have no room on their boats for a solid
tender, so opt for an inflatable dinghy. I would advise those who
have a solid dinghy also to carry one or more inflatable boats.
When abandoning ship - which should only happen when the
mother craft is surely lost or uninhabitable - the survivors shold
take with themas much equipment as possible, including
multiple survival boats. The Baileys and the Dougal Robertsons
(see Robertson's book Survive the Savage Sea) used tandem
inflatabls to good effect. The insurance provided is worth the
expense and effort, since any single boat is extremely vulnerable,
especially an inflatable. When a single vessel is lost, there is
nowhere else to turn. In addition, the second craft may be the
tender normally used for the mother craft, so it commonly serves
a useful function. Any dual or triple lifesaving boat systems
should be arranged so that they can be easily launched and held
together.
The basic concept of my design is what the French are calling a
"Dynamic System" - the thing sails. Even quite moderate
performance greatly improves the efficiency of the lifesaving
system. For instance, had I been able to beam-reach to the Cape
Verde Islands, I could have shortened my voyage from 1,800miles
to 450. Had I been able to travel at an average speed of 3 knots,

even if only downwind to the West Indies, my survival voyage
would have lasted only twenty-five days rather than seventy-six.
Had I been able both to reach and to maintain a speed of 3 knots,
my voyage would have lasted a mere 6- 1/ days. This speed, I might
add, could include current drift.
Even for survival voyages initiated near the coast, such
moderate sailing capabilities would be enormously useful. The
crew could put their energy in saving themselves rather than in
hoping and praying that the EPIRB works, that someone will hear
them, and that salvation perhaps will come ... perhaps. The
overtaxed U.S. Coast Guard would, I think, encourage this kind of
positive approach by survivors, for it would alleviate its searchand-rescue burden.
In my case, a moderate amount of maneuverability would also
have allowed me to intercept a series of squalls that passed a mere
mile or so away. These squalls would have provided me with
gallons of fresh water, that could easily have spelled the
difference between life and death had I not reached the West
Indies when I did.
Sailing capability could be achieved in two ways. The lifeboat
could use a relatively conventional rig supported by telescoping
or socketed aluminium poles. The sails would provide, in addition
to mobility, valuable extra surface area for catching rainwater, a
drainage system would be included in the sail design. The
liferaft's visibility would also be enhanced by the rig's projecting
sk_yward. _Alternatively, a kite-sail system could be employed.
Kites s1m1lar to glider planes have been experimented with and
have even taken boats to windward. Other types, called parafoils,
have no struts or solid structures but take shape by filling with
wind. These would be adequate downwind and possibly while
reaching. Kites would greatly improve the lifeboat's visibility as
well, acting as a sort of permanent flare, flown perhaps hundreds
of feet above the sea. They could also carry transmitters aloft for
increased range. Kites also can be stored in a small space when
collapsed. My choice would be a parafoil system for downwind
work. Closer to the wind, I would choose the normal sailing rig.
I have toyed with both catamaran and monohull "bombard" like configurations of raft. Both have certain advantages.
However, for simplicity of construction and conventional storage,
the more reasonable of the two seems to be the monohull
bombard-type - a U-shaped dinghy like raft as is common!X used
for inflatable sport boats.
For protection against sinking, there would be at least two

separate automatically inflated chambers with an additional,
hand-inflated floor. Unlike the common liferaft configuration in
which one tube is stacked on top another, the tubes here would be
divided longitudinally. If one side of the tubve deflates, the raft
will not sink as low in the water as it will when the bottom tube in
a stacked configuration is ruptured.
The debate over stability in heavy weather continues to rage
amongst hferaft manufacturers. Jim Givens's innovation in large
water-bag stability has led to a number of successes of saving lives
1ri extreme conditions. It is clear that authorities
and
manufacturers are drifting in the direction of increased stability.
However, which system to employ is hotly contested. Admiral
J.B. Hayes of the U.S. Coast Guard wrote to Givens, "While the
way your stability concept works is self-evident, conventional
naval architecture does not apply." I believe no raft designs lie
beyond the fundamentals
of naval architecture.
Instead,
relatively lit.tie testing has been done. New principles and
discoveries
are under investigation.
But basic aero-and
hydrodynamics often explain the phenomena that are observed
when testing is done.
Testing by U.S. authorities and the National Maritime Institute
(NMI) in the United Kingdom has shown that stability ·may be
improved by employing a number of features. Increased water
ballast is a major asset, though the particular system that is best
(multiple pockets, toroidal shape or large single bag) is not clear.
Part of the efficiency of underwater ballast may be in preventing
the wind or seas from getting under the bot.tom when the raft's
windward side is tipped up and exposed. It is apparent that the
aerodynamics of the canopy also plays a role in high winds.
According to NMI tests, at a certain angle of attack the wind may
cause the canopy to belly out, causing lift and contributing to
capsize force. Perhaps I aided my raft's stability by pulling the
windward side of the canopy into a permanent concave shape.
The configuration of the raft's tubes can add to the capsize force.
Should the downwind side be pushed into the sea, the liferaft may
"trip" or pitchpole. Rounded "bows" appear to dig in less than
squared ones. In addition, keeping weights of stores and survivors
on the windward side enhances stability. Finally, using a drogue
greatly adds to the ultimate righting moment of the raft. (I found
my sea anchor to be effective in seas reaching 20 feet and winds
through Force 7 (around 30 knots). I experienced several near
capsizes, however, I feel that Force 8or great.er winds in a normal
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Atlantic chop _would certainly have turned me over.) NMI testing
Floor Plan• of Bombard and Circular Shaped Rafts.
of models m simulated I-meter waves showed that a circular raft
Inside length of tubes are approximately
equal: 15. 7'
with eight I5-liter ballast pockets remained stable in 78 knots of
Circular 6 man rafts are often smaller than that shown.
wind. However, wave action is often the major cause of capsize. It
With usual configuration•
the man depicted in upper
would be very rare to have waves only I-meter in height in winds
right would not be able to sit upright under the canopy.
of hurricane force. My plan would include multiple systems oJ
32 , circular
Floor areas: Bombard approximately
stability.
approximately
28,3 .
Capsize may result in both the survivors' and the equipment's
being thrown out of the raft and lost. It may also cause death by
hypothermia
or by drowning from fatigue. But if the raft is
properly prepared and designed for rerighting, capsize need not
be_ the greatest problem of survival. Especially in cold waters,
sailors would have to wear survival suits to reright the raft on a
routine basis. The raft should be designed to be unstable or to
provide little stability in the inverted position. Even a single crew
should be able to right it. Adequate arch tubes that normally
support the canopy are essential to this plan. Preventing water
e·
from entering the raft would be a tremendous asset.
I believe the shape of my dinghy-like raft would be superior to a
round or square raft in providing tability. If efficiency in
per,formance or safety were a factor of roundness or squareness,
wed see a lot more round or square yachts. The fact is,
~1-:-_-_-=.-=.-:_u.a
__·_,o·
I
~u•
longitudinal stability is enhanced
by length. The bombard
configuration could give a righting arm about 1.3 times that of a
circular raft in the longitudinal direction. My raft would be
deployed so that it runs with heavy seas, keeping its long
dimension parallel with the waves' direction. The bow would also
be raised. Digging in and tripping would be minimised by the
Hopefully, my design would resist the major cause• of
rounded and short frontal area and by the lifted bow. Reserve
capsizing. Ballast bag-sea anchor would roll up and be
buoyancy, just as on a yacht's bow, would be high up.
stored on the topside• in calmer seas.
Some round rafts are reported to spin around their water
ballast, thus occasionally presenting the entrance opening to the
waves and wind. This position may assist capsizing and certainly
can make for a wet and uncomfortable ride. I would attempt to
keep the raft end-on to the waves by deploying a very effective
drogue and, if necessary, using water bag ballast.
Experiences with light-displacement
multihulls have shown
that a parachute sea anchor approximately the diameter of the
vessel's beam is very effective in aiding heavy-weather stability.
This size is much larger than that of drogues normally used on
liferafts. A water bag/scoop could also be attached to the stern,
which I believe would allow the bow to continue to be blown off
down-wind while the hydrodynamic
resistance at the stern
would drag behind. The stern would continue to face the
oncoming waves and wind. Positioning of these righting systems
would, I think allow a smaller amount. of ballasting weight to be
employed, producing less strain on the raft. Experimentation
would be necessary to achieve proper design and balance of these
systems. Any ballasting arrangement would be removable to aid
was equipped with solar distillation units. However, these did not
in mobility in calmer times.
function while floating in the sea as directed, except in calm
In addition to employing these systems, the survivors would be
conditions. If the sea conditions are normal or the raft is moving at
concentrated on the windward side, in the stern. There they
moderate speed, these units must be used aboard:The long-raft
would be provided with secure handholds and harnesses to keep
configuration would allow positioning of several stills rather than
them in position in extreme conditions. All equipment. would also
just one or two, as was the case in my situation.-Some osmosis
be securely lashed in place.
membrane pumps to produce large quantities of fresh water from
Fatigue and death from hypothermia would be prevented by
seawater are now available, but they are heavy and quite
carrying equipment such as survival suits. A double floor could be
expensive.
hand inflated to provide insulation from the cold sea. It would also
The sailor may suffer abrasions and punctures from fishing or
provide a buffer from the bumping of sharks and fish, which is
from sharks striking at the bottom. I would have a very heavy,
common on extended voyages.
double-layered material across the bottom area of the raft for
Although I found it of major consequence to remain dry, I have
protection.
yet to see a raft with what I consider adequate closures. Most have
Finally, living conditions should be the best possible. The long
corn bi nations of snaps, ties, and Velcro. Other than the ties, which
codiguration allows more adequate space for people to lie down,
are often glued on and subject t.ofailure, these systems are easily
to organise and secure equipment, and to fish comfortably. A
blown or forced open by waves or wind. Even if they remain tied
circular raft with an inside diameter of 6 feet has barely enough
shut, water can easily wash through intermediate gaps. We have
room for one person to stretch out. On the other hand the
used zippers on the foots of large sails taking tremendous loads;
bombard configuration with 2 feet of bow radius provides a space
my closures would include heavy plastic zippering as well as
4 feet wide by 6.28 feet long, certainly adequate for two people to
back--up ties and storm flapping. This system should prevent
lie down stretched out. This configuration also still leaves the bow
occupants from spilling into the sea as well as create markedly
to be used for equipment storage. A circular raft with an inner
drier interior conditions. Keeping dry is of major importance in
diameter of 6 feet has a floor space of 28.26 square feet, whereas
maintaining both health and equipment..
the born bard's is 31.4 square feet. Both rafts have the same total
The primary access ports wold be on the sides of the raft, which
length of tubes as measured on the inside.
would allow easy tending of sails, solar stills, and so on. There is
It is my opinion that rafts are rated to carry more survivors
less risk of flooding by popping from the stern or plowed-up bow
than is practical. For instance, make a circle 4-1/2 feet in diameter
waves in opening these midship ports. Secondary ports would be
and get three friends to sit in it with you. This is the approximate
constructed in the bow and st.ern for deployment of sea anchors,
dimension of a fourman raft. Imagine living that way even for a
access to stills, steering, and fishing positions.
few days. I felt my six-man Avon was adequate for one in the long
Production of water is the survivor's first long-term priority. In
term,_ two at best. I would suggest that the born bard configuration
areas of frequent rainfall, catchment systems are the most
described be used for four people. Because my design would be
utilized means of adding to freshwater supplies. I would include
relatively bigger than the rafts now on the market, it would take
both sail and canopy catchment systems. The canopy would be
up more stowage space. The principle of a fold-up raft in a
made of a material that would not taint the water to the point of
cannister would be the same.
undrinkability
as was the case with my pre-I978 raft. I
What are the chances of such a raft actually being
experienced little rain on my voyage and survived only because I
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manufactured? There are inevitable compromises to be made in
marketi_ng and in approaval by authorities. Since the largest
circulat10n 1s for commercial and military use, pleasure boating_
demands are not a priority. However, even for immediate
survival protection - for fishermen, the military and others who
are picked up soon after becoming castaways - this sytem looks
as promising as anything currently afloat. Especially for longterm survival conditions and for self-activated salvation, this raft
would be most useful.
This type of raft could be provided with a removable canopy.
The canopy attachment would have to be carefully made and
maintenance well attended to. This feature would open up the
possibility of double-duty raft systems available to a single design
and manufacturing
process. Units with permanent
canopies
stored in sealed containers could be optional; these would
undoubtedly be necessary for certification by Coast Guard
authorities.
A manufacturing benefit is a reduction in the number of seams
in the unit compared to those in a circular raft. However, with a
double floor, keelson tube orward, and so on, the configuration, if
fully developed, would be as complicated as those rafts already on
the market. I would aim for equal complication with increased
sophistication.
It is my belief that we should spend as much on safety systems
as on any other major component of the boat. Remember that for
those who become castaways offshore, there may be no active
search. A search is likely only if the survivor's position is
pinpointed by radio or EPIRB. The Coast Guard search for me
included the gathering of information and instituting an eightday broadcast that Napoleon Solo was overdue and a harbor check
in_parts of the Caribbean. They were aware that I was equipped
with an EPIRB, and they had an approximate position. But
without my being first heard by passing, normal air traffic, the
USGG would not institute an active search mission.
A raft of this sophistication is going to be more expensive than
types presently commercially available. Only a clear market
demand will encourage
manufacturers
to adopt such an
approach. It is too easy for us consumers to let cost. become the
overriding
concern
when evaluating
rafts. But when
shipwrecked, we do not ask the cost of get.ting out; simply out will
•
do.
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Range of polyeste and nylon cords and ropes
made specifically for yachting.

BLUEWATER LINE
Prestretched, spliceable, braided shooting
ideal for halyards and spinnaker guys.

KEVLAR 2 SHEETS & HALYARDS
Compares favourably with stainless steel wire ·

rope at half the weight.
BRANDON
Floating line for dinghy sheets.
POLISTEELE HALYARDS
Machine spliced halyards using stainless steel
or galvanised steel wire roPe with polyester

tails.
ORMISTON 316 STAINLESS STEEL
Wire rope for stays, shrouds and rigging.

Also ferrule■ , spllclng tools and wire cutters.
HAWK WIND INDICATORS
For dinghies and cruisers. Top flight off.shore

boats use the Great Hawk with Beta Lights for
night sailing.

SEBAGO DOCKSIDES
Yachting shoes in sizes from 6:11 including
1/2 sizes, in brown and navy.

SIMS ANEMOMETERS
Handheld and remote wind speed indicators.

CAPRICORN
Digital weather console.
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(PTY) LTD.
P.O. Box 18073, Dalbrldge, 4014.
TEL.: (031) 28-5610
Showroom:2nd Floor, 288 Brlcklleld Rd. Mayville,
2nd Floor, 288 Brfcklleld Road,
Mayville, Durban.
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WHILE TIM Coleman's 11'0rldspeed record o/'36 kno1s se1 hack in /980
ahoard his Kiani proa Crossbo11· I! remained i111ac1.force /0 ll'indsa11he end
of Wermou1h Speed Week /a.1·1month, which ,rns sponsored hi' Johnnie
Walker Scotch Whisk_,·. ensured that three other records 11·eres,'nashed hi'
·
11'idemartins.
The most sitni/icam was the J0.82 kno1s averaie speed set hi' Fred
Harward from Hawaii vn a soi/hoard over the 500 metre cours~ set in
Portland Harhour 11'hich was three knots faster than the pre,•ious /0 sq.
metre class record set earlier this rear hr Pascal Maka. from France.
Hanrnrd. 11·ho runs a sail de1•elopme111compan\' fur Neil Pride Sails.
desiined and huilt his own hoard 11'hich11'as_fitted.,,:i,i,a special pear shaped
carhon .fihre mast 11·Uha huilt in luff voove andfullr hattened sail.
A sailboard also dominated the A C/assforcraf1 v.·ith sail areas between /0
and IJ.94 sq. metres. this time a tandem board sailed hr Glen McKinle\' and
Gordon War.from Britain who set a new record()f25.8j knots heatint the old
record set hr Ben Wrnn and his foil home catamaran br 2.38 knots.
The third record was in the B Class - IJ,94 10 2l.84~q. metres
11·hen
Andreu· Grogono and his crev.·. J. Foider. ahoard their everireen Tornado
catamaran Icarus lji11ed 11·i1hh,rdrofoils. increased their earlier record 24.47
knots hr a .fimher 2.12 kno1s.
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